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STEP B DECISION 

STEP B TEAM: DECISION: RESOLVE - IMPASSE 
USPSGATS#: K11 N-4K-C 15248039 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE GRIEVANT: Class Action 

DAVID A. HOUSE BRANCH GRIEVANCE #: 79-15-VF088 

BRANCH: 3825 
NALC REPRESENTATIVE INSTALLATION: Gaithersburg 

TONYA L. DETRICK DELIVERY UNIT: Main 
FINANCE NUMBER: 23-3530 

DISTRICT GRIEVING: STATE: Maryland 
CAPITAL INCIDENT DATE: 05/01/2015 

INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 05/06/2015 
FORMAL STEP A: FORMAL STEP A MEETING: NIA 

RECEIVED AT STEP B: 06/18/2015 
USPS REPRESENTATIVE STEP B DECISION DATE: 10/21/2015 

N/A ISSUE CODE: 15.2000 
NALC SUBJECT CODE: 100706 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE ORIGINAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: NIA 
CHARLES CLARK DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: NIA 

ISSUE: Did Management violate. but not limited to, Article 15 of the National Agreement when they did 
not adhere to multiple Formal Step A grievance settlements and failed to process dollar/hour adjustments 
in a timely manner, and if so, what is the appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Step B Team has decided to RESOLVE this case in part and declare an IMPASSE in 
part. The NALC National Business Agent may appeal this grievance to arbitration within fourteen (14) 
days after receipt of this joint report. The Step B Team has considered all arguments and evidence in the 
case file and any of this material may be cited in the event of arbitration. 

RESOLVED: Based on the documentation contained in the case file. the Team finds a violation of the 
National Agreement in this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sum 
payments: 

NAME AMOUNT FORMAL STEP A NAME AMOUNT FORMAL STEP A 
G. Lee $522.02 #79-15·CC142 
Gillis $1.710.00 #79-15-CC142 
Ho $80.31 #79-15·CC142 

Huynh $1,164.50 #79·15·CC142 
La $160.62 #79-15-CC142 

Ponceplccetti $883.41 #79-15-CC142 
Sanchez $1,244.81 #79·15-CC142 
Sweeney $883.41 vely. CC142 

Tieu $923.57 #79-15-CC142 
E. Williamson $240.93 #79·15·CC142 

S. Craver $440.10 #78·15-MA62 
Lozupone $155.00 #78-15-MA62 

Kipe $46.18 #78-15-MA62 
Manning $50.19 #78-15-MA62 

Scott $36.54 #78-15-MA62 
Phlersphlao $101.19 #78-15·MA62 

Mensah $214,16 #78·15·MA02 

Asbury $2.141.60 #79·15·CC142 
D.lee $1,552.66 #79-15·CC142 
Fraker $588,94 #79-15-CC142 

Le $1.686,51 #79-15-CC142 
Ludena $321.24 #79·15·CC142 

Marthaller $535.40 #79·15·CC142 
Rodriguez $53,54 #79·15·CC142 

Ruiz $53.54 #79·15·CC142 
Shiau $1,740.05 #79·15-CC142 
Smith $240,93 #79·15-CC142 
Tai $2.730,54 #79-15·CC142 

Yang $615.71 #79-15-CC142 
Zeguiba $749.56 #79·15-CC142 

Zbignewlch $401.55 #79-15-CC142 
Brown $200.78 #79-15-CC142 
Desai $883.41 #79-15-CC142 
Flores $963,72 #79-15·CC142 
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The Team has completed these outstanding payments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS) and a copy of the pay record is attached. 

In addition, the Team was unable to render the appropriate payments in GATS for two (2) individuals due 
to separation from the rolls as a result of Retirement. Upon red'eiprorlnis Decision, but no later than 
November 9, 2015, Management shall process PS Forms 8041, Pre-Arbitration or Agency Settlement 
Worksheet, granting the following lump sum payments to the respective employees: 

NAME AMOUNT IFORMAl STEP A 
Olchak $2.703.77 #79·15·CC142 
Price $1,311.73 #79·15-CC 142 

Management shall provide completed copies of the PS Forms 8041 to the Union by the November 9, 
2015, deadline date as well. 

IMPASSED - The Team was unable to reach common ground in their discussion of the Union's 
requested remedies for the affected individuals due to the continuing similar type violations found herein. 
On this issue, the Step B Team has decided to declare an IMPASSE. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that Management failed to implement the terms of eight (8) Formal 
Step A Settlements, summarized as follows: 

#78-14-MA62 
March 13, 2015 
Improper AsSignment of Overtime to Non-ODL 

As a result of our discussion on this date, it is mutually agreed that the above-cited grievance is resolved in accordance 
with the following: 

Non-ODL carrier S. Craver will be paid an additional 200% at his n~gular hourly rate for overtime work on his bid 
assignment on the above referenced dates. Available ODL carriers will be paid the number of hours worked by S. 
Craver at the appropriate hourly rate. 

The additional 200% for S. Craver equates to the number of hours indicated and will be paid at his regular rate of pay. 
S. Craver will be paid 16.44 hrs at his regular hourly rate. 

The fol/owing ODL Carriers will be paid the hours indicated at their regular overtime hourly rate: Lozupone, 3.86 hours; 
Kipe, 1.15 hours; Manning, 1.25 hrs; Scott, .91 hrs; Phlersphlao, 2.52. 

Payment will be made to the carriers named above through a pay adJustment contained in their regular USPS salary 
check no later than the paycheck received on pay date, MarsR 16, 201lj. Within 3pay periods. 

#78-15-MA02 
March 21, 2015 
Removal From Hold Down 

As a result of our discussion on this date, it is mutually agreed that the above-cited grievance is resolved in accordance 
with the following: 

The grievant will be paid an additional 100% of his regular hourly rats' of pay for a/l hours up to 8 hours each day he 
was not permitted to work the hold-down assignment, route 7850. He will therefore be paid an additional 48 hours at 
his reguJar hourly rate ofpay. 

#78·15·MA05 
March 21, 2015 
Delayed Posting of Successful Bidder 

As a result ofour discussion on this date, it is mutually agreed that the above-cited grievc,nce is resolved in accordance 
with the following: 

The successful bidders for route 78010, E. Smith and 78014, M. DeLorenzo will each be paid a lump sum of $250. 
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#77·15·SK07 

March 21, 2015 

Delayed Posting of Vacant Assignment 


As aresult of our discussion on this date, it is mutually agreed that the above-cited grievance is resolved in accordance 
with the fof/owing: 

The successful bidder of route 77004, G. Sagoe will be paid $10 a day for the award notice being posted ten days late. 
He will be paid a lump sum of $1 00. 

#79·15·VF005 
March 21, 2015 
Overtime Equitability Quarter 42014 

As a result of our discussion on this date, it is mutually agreed that the above-cited grievance is resolved in accordance 
with the following: 

The fof/owing OOL carriers wiff be paid the hours indicated at their regular overtime rate ofpay: 

Kinol, 27 hours. Tien, 12 hours. 

#79·15-VF221 
March 21, 2015 
Sent Home After Reporting on NSD 

As a result of our discussion on this date, it is mutually agreed that the above-cited grievance is resolved in accordance 
with the following: 

Flores and Vidal will each be paid eight (8) hours at their regular overtime hourly rate ofpay. 

#79-15·VF220 
March 21, 2015 
Instructed to Report to D.C. on Sunday-Not Paid 

As a result of our discussion on this date, it is mutually agreed that the above-cited grievance is resolved in accordance 
with the following: 

Blount, Vidal and J. Richards will each be paid eight (8) hours at their regular overtime hourly rate ofpay. 

#79-15-CC142 
March 21, 2015 
Non-Compliance to Forty-Seven (47) Grievance Settlements 

As a result ofour discussion on this date, it is mutually agreed that the above-cited grievance is resolved in accordance 
with the following: 

The following employees will be compensated the number of hours indicated due to the untimely payment of the 
grievance settlements cited above. 

Payment will be made to each carrier for the number of hours listed at their regular hourly rate of pay: 

Arias, 3; Asbury, 112; Ashby, 3; Babra, 4; Baldwin, 36; Blount, 18; Brown, 2; Caley, 6; Chamber, 30; Chhoun, 22; 
Clark, 12; O. Lee, 90; Flores, 2; Fraker, 46; G. Lee, 6; Herrera, 5; Ho, 2; Kinol, 30; Le, 95; Ludena, 44; Marthafler, 20; 
Mittal, 35; Olchak, 133; Olsen, 35; Ortega, 6; Perry, 18; Price, 49;, Rodriquez, 2; Ruiz, 4; Saloman, 17; Shiau, 97; R. 
Smith, 41,' Starks, 8; Sweeney, 2,' Tai, 102; Tien, 18; Tsui, 16; Vidal, 1; B. Williams, 19; Yang, 55; J. Zeguiba, 28; 
Zbignewich, 15. 

Payment wiff be made at the regular overtime hourly rate for the number of hours indicated; Brown, 45; M. Carrillo, 26; 
N. Carrillo, 2; Desai, 46; Flores, ·64; G. Lee, 53; Gillis, 56; Hicks, 49; Ho, 42; Huynh, 57; Kinol, 28; Klein, 2; La, 4; 
McCoy, 4; Mickus, 4; Mulligan, 4; Park, 4; Poncepiccetti, 22; Ruiz, 31; Saloman, 19; Sagoe, 2; Sanchez, 55; Sousa, 2; 
Starks, 1; Sweeney, 46; Tieu, 47; Toribio, 6; Wang, 4; E. Williamson, 6. 

The Union alleges that Management did not pay the settlements above as agreed upon or pay them in a 
timely manner. 
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The Union advanced this grievance to Step B of the Dispute Resolution Process (DRP), with mutuaily 
agreed upon extensions. where it was received at the Capital Metro DRT office on June 18. 2015. 

The Union contends that Management failed to process eight (8) Formal Step A Settlements that were 
signed on March 13,2015 (one) and March 21, 2015 (seven). All of the settlements involved a monetary 
payment to an identified individual. Most of the Carriers' have not received any payment or have received 
only partial payment. For example they state that V. Fraker was paid only twenty-four (24) hours of the 
forty-six (46) granted in #79-15-CC142; and that Carrier Gillis was supposed to have been paid 56-hours at 
his regular overtime rate. Instead, Carrier Gillis was paid 32 hours at a rate of $21.38, which is $7.12 
below the regular hourly rate of $28.50. These payments were received 62-days after the signing of the 
related Formal Step A Settlement. They include pay stubs to support their position. They affirm that 
Management has failed to provide copies of the pay adjustments for the Formal Step A resolutions so 
trying to determine what payments have been processed is impossible. What is known is that even the 
adjustments that have been completed, either in part or in whole, were done weeks later than what the 
local parties have agreed is reasonable. They add there has never been any agreement to partially pay a 
grievance settlement. 

The Union also contends that Management in the Gaithersburg Office has a long history of failing to pay 
grievance settlements going back as far as December 2006. They provide several settlements and 
agreements where the parties affirm that pay adjustments will be processed in a timely manner and 
granting compensatory remedies for similar type violations. The most recent, dated February 19, 2015, 
states that the definition of a timely payment is understood to mean 'money in hand' within twenty-eight 
(28) days. They list the eight (8) Formal Step A Settlements that triggered this non-compliance grievance, 
which Management failed to implement and include copies in the case file. They advance that one of the 
Formal Step A Settlements, #79-15-CC142, was a resolution on the non-payment of forty-seven (47) 
grievances going back to early 2014 which still have not been fully paid. They request a compensatory 
lump sum payment to each Carrier named, each time they are named in each of the eight (8) cited 
grievances in addition to promptly paying, all unpaid amounts cited in each of the settlements, or anything 
else deemed appropriate by an arbitrator. 

Management did not meet at Formal Step A and provided no written contentions into the file at 
Informal Step A. 

RESOLVE: 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this case, the Step B Team finds a violation of 
the National Agreement has been demonstrated in this instance. 

It was undisputed in the file that the totality of the payments set forth in the eight (8) grievance settlement 
cited were not implemented. The Team independently determined the following findings regarding each 
settlement: 

SETTLEMENT # RESLILT DATE OF SETTLEMENT DATE(S) PAID 
#78-14-MA62 Not Paid 3/13/2015 N/A 
#78-15-MA02 Partial Payment 3/21/2015 6/112015 
#78-15-MA05 Paid 3/21/2015 6/112015 
#77-15-SK07 Paid 3/21/2015 6/112015 
#79-15-VFOO5 Paid 3/21/2015 6/112015 
#79-14-VF221 Paid 3/21/2015 6/112015 
#79-14-VF220 Paid 3/21/2015 6/112015 
#79-15-CC142 Incomplete 3/21/2015 4/23/2015 (14 Individuals) 

5/112015 (36 Individuals) 
10/5/2015 (11 Individuals) 

The Team reviewed the corresponding settlements and found a significant number of incomplete 
adjustments as well as partial and missing payments. 

The Formal Step A settlements grieved here were resolved on March 13th (1) and March 21 st (7), 
respectively. 
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While a portion of the settlements were entered into GATS as early as April 23,2015, (one month after the 
signing ofthe corresp~nding settlement) as shown on the chart above; as of the date of receipt of this file at 
Step B on June 18, 2015, twenty-one (21) individuals had received only a partial payment and twenty 
(20) payments had not been processed entirely, for two (2) of the settlements (#78-15-MA02 and #79-15
CC/42). In addition, no payments had been processed for #78-14-MA62. 

It should be noted that on October 5, 2015, four (4) months AFTER reoeipt of this file at Step B, eleven 
(11) additional payments/partial payments for #79-15-CC142, were processed in GATS. 

The National Agreement via Article 19 provides the following with respect to implementation of grievance 
settlements: 

M·01517 
Compliance with arbitration awards and grievance settlements is not optional. No manager or supervisor has the 
authority to Ignore or override an arbitrator's award or a signed grievance settlement. Steps to comply with 
arbitration awards and grievance settlements should be taken In a timely manner to avoid the perception of non
compliance, and those steps should be documented. 

The Team agrees that this failure to fully implement the terms of eight (8) Formal Step A settlements over 
the course of three (3) months is untimely and in violation of the National Agreement, inclusive of the 
directives from two (2) successive Postmaster Generals mandating timely compliance to grievance 
settlements and awards. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. The Team first finds it appropriate to process the 
outstanding payments to the affected individuals as it was undisputed that a large portion of those 
covered in #79-15-CC142 date back to early 2014. These payments have been processed and a copy of 
the pay adjustments is attached. 

Additionally, the Team directs Management to complete the processing of payments to employees 
Olchak and Price as they have since retired, but are still entitled to the remedies agreed upon by the 
Formal Step A parties. The Team further imposed a deadline for these payments so there is no further 
undue delay in implementation. 

The Team also notes that several anomalies occurred with the payments that were processed which 
warranted notification to the parties. They are: 

• 	 Carrier Starks was overpaid by one (1) straight time hour (100% base salary); 
• 	 The employees named in #78-15-MA05, were paid lump sum payments of $256.56, instead of 

the $250.00 agreed upon; and 
• 	 The employee named in #77-15-SK07, was paid a lump sum payment of $168. 78, instead of the 

$100.00 agreed upon. 

Finally, the Union advanced that due to the ongoing hist'ory of Gaithersburg Management failing 
implement settlements and 'awards in a timely manner, a compensatory remedy to each of the affected 
employees in each settlement is in order. 

The Team acknowledges history of similar violations in the Gaithersburg Installation as evidenced in the 
file. After a thorough review of the accompanying documentation, the Team was unable to agree upon an 
appropriate remedy for the violation found herein. With respect to an appropriate remedy for the violations 
found, the Team has reached an IMPASSE. 

IMPASSE: 

NALC Representative's Position 

The NALC Step B Representative agrees with all contentions, additions/corrections and the remedy 
requested of the Formal Step A Representative and would like to add the following: 

The record fully supports the established policy in the Gaithersburg Installation is that settlements are to 
be fully processed within 28-days. This is more than reasonable and is established as such by the local 
parties; however it appears there is difficulty in Management timely complying with settlements and 
awards in the Installation. 
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The record affirms that Gaithersburg Management has, for many years, violated their obligations 
regarding timely pay adjustments and it is precisely that same disregard to this contractual requirement 
from which the parties agreed upon a 28-day payment period cas reasonable. 

Management has been repeatedly put on notice for violating identical untimely payment issues. These 
notices have been incllJsive of compensatory remedies for the infraGtions. 

As recently as August 27, 2014, Management agreed to progressive remedies due to not paying 
settlements in a timely manner (#79-14-CC73). 

Additionally, on February 19, 2015, the local parties agreed in a resolution covering eleven (11) 
settlements that all pay adjustments would come to fruition (money in hand) within 28-days of signing the 
agreements. 

On May 6, 2015, the parties agreed to compensatory lump sum payments due to Managements ongoing 
inability to timely process pay adjustments as agreed upon (#79-15-067). 

Should an employee violate the same work or safety rule say 5-10-15 times or more, would Management 
agree that only a discussion would resolve the issue? I think not. The level of remedy requested is in direct 
alignment with the nature of the ongoing infraction and is neither punitive, nor arbitrary. 

***** 
Failure to implement the terms of grievance settlements, repeatedly, undermines the integrity of the DRP 
and negates the ability of the Union to uphold the terms of the National Agreement. 

It is unacceptable to blatantly disregard contractual obligations and expect no repercussions, especially, 
when the circumstances are of an ongoing nature and are neither an anomaly nor an isolated incident. 

The cause and the cure to the problem rest solely in the hands of Management. Their continued failure to 
abide by the terms of the National Agreement should not be permitted to continue with impunity. 

A large group of employees have waited for over a year for the remedies agreed upon to be granted and 
a large number of the payments made were partial and incomplete. In fact, Management was still making 
payments on the settlements after this file had been received at Step B. This is unacceptable. 

It is based on these ongoing, repetitive violations that a compensatory remedy is essential to ensure that 
Management is held responsible for their obligations under the National Agreement and affirm that the 
language in Article 15 is not rendered meaningless. 

While Management now claims at Step B that there is no contractual basis for the remedies requested, it 
is fully recognized in arbitral review that it is within the scope of the parties jurisdiction to fashion an 
appropriate remedy on a case by case basis for all breaches of the contract. Management did not meet at 
Formal Step A to render this argument; nor did the Informal Step A Representative challenge the 
propriety of the requested remedy. This new argument is off-point and without merit. 

Upon review of the totality of the case file documentation, the requested remedy is appropriate, fully 
supported and warranted in consideration of the facts and circumstances presented. 

Although they may not have been reiterated in this Step B discussion of the case, no waiver is granted on 
any argument or contention made at the Formal Step A Level and they are to be considered alive and 
valid. 

USPS Representative's Position 

The USPS Step B Representative agrees with all the contentions provided by the Management Forma! 
Step A Representative. Also, the decision by this Step B representative now not to address any specific 
argument or contention of Management which was previously presented at Step A does not constitute a 
waiver of that position at Step B. This Management representative asserts that all the arguments or 
contentions originally presented by local Management at Informal and Formal Step A continue to remain 
current and applicable to the case at hand. The following is provided for consideration. 
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Just as in discipline cases where an employee is afforded an opportunity for improvement so should 
Management be afforded those same rights. The file is not supportive that Management has been warned 
of the consequences of non-compliance, nor is there an indication of an egregious violation. Following the 
logic of the Union, Management would have the right to hold employees accountable for actions done 
prior to the discipline issued without affording them an opportunity to correct their behavior or work habits. 

The Union has been unable to successfully support their requested remedy, thus one can only conclude 
that they are attempting to gain punitive damages. 

Whenever the Union requests a monetary punitive remedy, such as in this case, the burden is borne by 
them whereby they must demonstrate that a correlation exists between the harmed party and the 
requested remedy. In light of that, the Union has fallen short. 

The Union is asking for a punitive remedy of a $200 dollar lump sum payment to each of the affected 
employees each time they are named in a grievance. 

This request in itself is contrary to the principles of Remedy in contract cases. It is a long established 
practice that remedies are only to establish the IIStatus Quo Ante." 

The Union has presented No Evidence to prove a financial loss by the cited employees that cannot be 
corrected with the payments being made. This request is not designed to put the employees where they 
would have been without the contractual violation, but rather is a clear example of a request for unjust 
enrichment. 

The National Agreement is clear and unambiguous, in that there is no specific punitive remedy outlined 
for this type of violation. 

The National Agreement does not contain language which would grant the Union monetary benefits when 
no egregious violation exists (Le. the violation is not demonstrated to be arbitrary or deliberate) and where 
no evidence of harm has been presented by the Union, 

It appears the local Union is trying to gain a remedy through Arbitration which is inconsistent with what 
the National parties established through contract negotiations. 

Therefore, for all the reasons mentioned above, this USPS Step B Representative respectfully requests 
this remedy be denied. 

Case File Inventory: 
PS Form 8190 - 3 pages Settlement 79-14-CC72 - 1 page 
Union Contentions - 3 pages Settlement 79-14-CC73 - 3 pages 
NALC Attachments to Step B Appeal Page - 1 page Settlement Multi - 1page 
NALC Formal Step A Statement - 1page Settlement 79-15-AB-01, 2, 3 - 1page 
Mutual Extension - 1 page Settlement 79-15-067 - 1 page 
June 8, 2015, Email to Postmaster- 1 page Settlement 78-14-MA62 - 1 page 
June 16, 2015. Email to Postmaster- 1 page Settlement 78-1S-MA02 - 1 page 
Pay Stubs - 3 pages Settlement 78-15-MAOS - 1 page 
Settlement CC748 - 1 page Settlement 77-1S-SK07 - 1 page 
Settlement C8-073 - 1 page Settlement 79-1S-VFOOS - 1 page 
Settlement CB-071 - 1 page Settlement 79-14-VF221- 1 page 
Settlement 78-07-HM-11- 1 page Settlement 79-14-VF220 - 1 page 
Settlement 78-07-HM-26 - 1 page Settlement 79-1S-CC142 - 1 page 
Settlement 79-08-CB220 - 1 page March 20, 1998 John E. Potter Letter - 1 page 
Settlement 79-11-CC 1 048 - 1 page M-01S17 - 1 page 
Settlement 79-13-CC 118 - 1 page 
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Tonya L. Detrick David A, House 

NALC Step B Representative USPS Step B Representative 

USPS GATS #: K11 N-4K-C 15248039 

CC: Slep AParties 
District Manager 
District Labor Relations 

National Business Agent 

Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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